GOVERNOR CHANGES PLAN IN WATER POWER BILL; STEALS MARCH ON FOES

FIRA ON POWER AUTHORITY

But Smith Bill Provides for Naming of Board, Then Inquiry.

LEGISLATURE TO DECIDE

Would Have Right to Accept or Reject Recommendations of Board.

PERENNIAL BATTLE STARTS

But Governor Will Ask Republicans to Agree on Plan of Proposed Authority.

By W. A. WAR".

Patent for Power, New York, Jan. 9.-The power authority now expected to be established in New York will take a

POLICE WILL USE RADIO SETS IN ALL STATIONS AND BOATS

Every police station and police boat will be equipped with radio

WHEN WRECK STORM CLAIMS LIVES

A gunboat was destroyed and a

WETS AGAIN URGED REPEAL

The New York State Commission for the Control of Murder and

MURDER: CHIEF INVESTIGATOR

The chief investigator for the state police, who is in charge of the

WOODS IS REJECTED BY SENATE, 49 TO 22

Failure of Ex-Emory To Get Post on Commerce Board Decides Defeat for Coolidge.

GOAL CASE THE CHIEF ISSUE

Opponents Charged Plan to 'Fix' Rates for Pennsylvania in Light of New York Power Power "Usurped".

Said to Be New York Power

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 9.—A dramatic issue in the Senate today is the

CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE REWARDS

The committee of the House of Representatives which has been

WADSWORTH SAYS SENATORS FLOUT THE VOLSTEAD LAW

New Yorker Etats Unis, to Remark a Taunt Would Hold Non-Drinking Members.

LIVE CITIES REPEAL

The New York State Commission for the Control of Murder and

GOLD TO PEG FRANC IF DEBT BILL FAILS

Auction Sets New High Reality Values at Spedly Sale of Properties Here.

Auction Sets New High Reality Values at Speedy Sale of Properties Here.

$50,000,000,000 CREDIT HOLDIN

Peconic Has Accounts in Four Countries.—Will Not Stake Coupier Man's Estate Sale.

$3,000,000,000 FOR STRUCTURES IN FIFTH AVENUE CROWN AT COPPER MILL'S ESTATE SALE.

The strength and stability of MacAndrew's market, as well as the

Pope Suppresses Catholic Scouts To BALK MUSOLIUSI

Forestlce Decree by the Pope to Restrict Organizations in Towns of Less Than 20,000.

This is an indication of the effect of the decree. 

POPE'S NEW ORDER

The Pope today announced the

12,000 MORE BRITISH TROOPS ARE BEING SENT TO CHINA; OUR RELIANCE IS ON JAPAN

Senior British officers, with Marines and Sailors, 16,000.

SHANGHAI AS TROOP BASE

Entire British Force, With Marines and Sailors, 16,000.

GEN. DUNCAN IN COMMAND

Expedition, Known as Shanghai Defense Force, Will Protect Their Nationals.

CONCERTED ACTION DENIED

Washington Does Not Go to Bond Soldiers—Demands of Chinese Nationals.

LEADER DECLARES WE "SEIZE ANY PRETEXT FOR ARMED INVASION, MENACING LYNCHING SAILERS".

MEXICO FIRST OUTPOST

SIPREB REBEL ATTACKS REPORTED IN MEXICO

MEXICO CITY, Jan. 30.—An attack on the southern Mexican oil

Defenders of the Pacific coast, who held the oil fields, are said

PROTECTIVE NAZI SAIL

General Dazels will leave for Shanghai tomorrow, in accordance with

Dyott Reaches Roosevelt's River of Doubt; Prepares to Descend Its Course in a Canoe

By GEORGE MILLER HIRD.

Leader of the New York Post-City, 12,000,000,000.

LORD HIRZIER, in the New York Post, Jan. 9.—The so-called
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FINE WORK
Quality naturally varies between any, / a load building probably for railroad purposes, and a hotel, for example, which is usually a vehicle for architectural elaboration.

But independent of the nature of the building, it is a tourist a long time who lives his life.

THOMPSON-STARR & Co.
Building Contractors

New York's Newest Novelty

The Chantilly is offering its year-round idea of good food.

Here the humble theater can with plenty its apprehense. Demand it in every art.

Frank A. Hall & Sons
25 W. 45th St.
New York

NACTO
The Perfect Spot Remover
Clean with outfit exchanging - / art to every pebble.

A perfect smell to remove / with and without enzymes.

FARIS<br>Special clothes and tended - / with the best name.

GERMANY AGREES TO MUNITION RULES

It is Near Accord With Allies on All Passionate Agreement
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EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY GETS GIFT OF £4,000

Robertson Foundation Offer for New Department of Zoology Is Generously Accepted.

Robertson, 1970, the New York Times Co.,

RUSSEK'S FIFTH AVENUE

E. Altman & Co.
PRESIDENTS IN THE THIRD YEAR TEL. MURRAY HOLL 6260

RUSSEK'S DESIGN STUDIO presents TAILORED CHIFFON in LAPIS BLUE
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These Are the Gloves That Are Worn Most

Imported Pallon Divochees — with price unanswerable. Washable.

Banana Beige
White

$4.50 the pair

Handloom Duplex Fabric Palloche, an excellent quality, washable.

Banana Beige Natural White

$2.75 the pair

GLOVES - FIRST-CLASS

Black and white hats in satin and felt with the flower at one side. Rebozo show in spring collection, $10.50, and $10.50.

MILLERBIY — SECOND-CLASS

No Exchanges. No C. O. D.'s. No Credits.

PRE-INVENTORY SALES
Reductions Regardless of Cost

WOMEN'S COATS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

BONWIT TELLER & Co.
The Specialty Shop of exquisite
FIFTH AVENUE at 58th STREET

For To-Day

PRE-INVENTORY SALES
Reductions Regardless of Cost

WOMEN'S COATS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

65.00
Formerly 110.00 to 165.00

110.00
Formerly 175.00 to 210.00

160.00
Formerly 250.00 to 285.00

Coats of Bonwit Teller & Co.
quality—our regular stock to close out

No Exchanges. No C. O. D.'s. No Credits.

PRE-INVENTORY SALES
Reductions Regardless of Cost

MISSES' FROCKS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

20.00
Formerly 55.00 to 89.00

34.00
Formerly 55.00 to 75.00

44.00
Formerly 79.00 to 95.00

64.00
Formerly 110.00 to 165.00

No Exchanges. No C. O. D.'s. No Credits.

MISSES' FROCKS — See us at 383 38th Street